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AdjustAdjust coffee table
We are proud to introduce our
unique coffee table Adjust, a bold
modern design made with solid French oak 
heartwood. As its name suggests, Adjust
is ingeniously designed so that you can 
customize it in different ways to
create a coffee table tailored to any space.
The basic design employs three wooden 
beam elements. Using a hidden mechanism, 
you can slide each beam individually to 
vary the table width from
125 cm (49 inches) up to 190 cm
(75 inches).The length of the table can be 
increased to any desired extent
simply by adding more beam elements.This 
flexibly proportioned design thus invites 
you to create a playful
combination of elements or a clean 
modern look in keeping with your 
preferences and living space.
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Adjust coffee table design by QLIV  
Manufactured in the Netherlands 

Every extra wooden beam in finish A cost 395,- Euro a piece and in Finish B 425,-. The size of one wooden beam is aprox. 15 x 
125cm       
       
All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
       
Finish A: natural oak oil, soaped oak, smoked oak oil.
Finish B: “Coal” black oak waxed.        

  
Wooden beams:       
Solid French oak (responsible harvest wood) 
Natural versions are being treated with linseed oil or soap. The smoking is a natural process which is done with ammoniac. The 
smoking process brings out the natural dark brown color. The “Coal” black version is treated with a wax.   
Frame (invisible):       
Rolled steel finished with a transparent coating to make it more durable. Different colors or wood are possible upon request.

Finish B

€ 1.275,00 

€ 1.700,00 

€ 2.125,00 

€ 2.550,00 

€ 2.975,00 

€ 3.400,00 

€ 3.825,00 

€ 4.250,00 

45 x 125/190 x 32cm

60 x 125/190 x 32cm

75 x 125/190 x 32cm

90 x 125/190 x 32cm

105 x 125/190 x 32cm

120 x 125/190 x 32cm

135 x 125/190 x 32cm

150 x 125/190 x 32cm

Finish A

€ 1.185,00 

€ 1.580,00 

€ 1.975,00 

€ 2.370,00 

€ 2.765,00 

€ 3.160,00 

€ 3.555,00 

€ 3.950,00 

Aprox. size in cm.

Set of 3 beams

Set of 4 beams

Set of 5 beams

Set of 6 beams

Set of 7 beams

Set of 8 beams

Set of 9 beams

Set of 10 beams 



Air 65 and Fat Air 65
Even when it feels like every chair is 
already made, how can we create a chair 
that feels new? The ‘Air 65’ is based on 
one clear concept: no-nonsense design, 
comfortable and without any decoration. 
The Air 65 chair has a comfortable, wide 
seat. The only visible constructive element 
is the connection of the backrest. The solid 
designed legs, constructed out of subtle 
tubes and the rough seat & backrest, give 
this chair a modest but exciting character.
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Air 65 and Fat Air 65 chair design by Anton de Groof 
Manufactured in the Netherlands 

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
    
Fabric group 1: Burra, Isler en Keara 
Fabric group 2: Bealla, Brassi en Odon        
      

Body:             
The body is made up of various foam hardnesses. Furthermore, it is reinforced with an invisible wooden and metal construction.
Base:
Steel powder coated in the colors black (RAL9005) and white (RAL9010). Other RAL colors are possible upon request. All chairs 
come standard with glides and felt glides and are available upon request.
Armrests:
Solid oak standard in black stain and finished with a matte transparent varnish. Also available in other options on request.
Stitching:
Fabric and leather version standard with Moccasin stitching. Double seam stitching possible upon request. 

Fabric 
C.O.M.

€ 550,00 

€ 570,00 
  

Air 65

Fat Air 65

Fabric
Group 1

€ 575,00  

€ 595,00 

Leather
Devon

€ 845,00  

€ 895,00  

Leather
Angler

€ 745,00 

€ 795,00 

Leather
C.O.L.

€ 650,00 

€ 665,00 

Fabric
Group 2

€ 595,00  

€ 625,00   

Metrage
leather (m²)

2,5 

2,5 

Metrage 
fabric (m¹)

0,9 

1,0 
  



BridgeBridge table
Our bold yet refined Bridge table is 
inspired by the bridges of the Dutch 
landscape and their symbolism. Providing 
ready connection between otherwise 
inaccessible points, bridges enable people 
to come together and connect. In the 
social sphere of living spaces, that is exactly 
what the Bridge table is designed to 
accomplish, its solid form and splayed legs 
referencing the structures that inspired it. 
Herein lies its distinctive visual power that 
will energize any domestic interior.
Like the structures that inspired it, the 
Bridge table is both strong and beautifully 
detailed.The legs are created using special 
laser cut-technology.Their exterior sides 
are milled to be seamlessly engaged by a 
bold steel frame.The robust table top is 
made from French solid oak.This unique 
design is available in a variety of standard 
sizes and color finishes. Moreover it can be 
customized to fit your personal taste and 
space needs.
For example choose a wider or a more 
narrow size table top or modify the 
position of the beautiful legs. Modifications 
like these will allow you to create the 
perfect table to bring people together and 
connect!
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Bridge table design by QLIV 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
      
Finish A: natural oak oil, soaped oak, smoked oak oil.    
Finish B: aged, ash grey, coal black and white wash oak stained lacquered. 
      Skylt soap look and smoked Skylt soap look oak laquered.
Finish C: natural American walnut oil.
       
       
Table top:
Solid French Oak (responsible harvest wood) 
Natural versions are being treated with linseed oil or soap. The smoking is a natural process which is done with ammoniac. The 
smoking process brings out the natural dark brown color. Color differences may occur because of the variety of acid in the wood. 
The “aged”, “ash grey”, “coal black” and “white wash” oak versions are first stained and finished with a mat transparent lacquer. 
Skylt is a lacquer which is applied in multiple matt layers and gives the product a more natural and untreated look and feel. 
Natural and Smoked oak (Finish A) are also available in a matt lacquered version upon request. 
The price for this is equal to Finish B. 
Brushed: 
Brushing of the tabletop is possible upon request with a surcharge of 10%. Knots are filled with 2 compartments of resin. The 
brushing process ensures a stronger drawing of the grain of the wood. Delivery time will be 8-10 weeks.
Frame:
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color dark grey (other colors are possible upon request with a surcharge of 10%)
The position of the frame can be changed upon request. Standard we will position the frame at the end.   
Custom size:   
Custom size is possible on request. Price will be the size above + 10%
For example: price for a custom size 260 x 90 x 75cm will be the price of the standard size 260 x 100cm + 10% surcharge. 
Different colors or wood are possible upon request. Please contact our office for more information.

Finish A

€ 2.495,00 

€ 2.695,00 

€ 2.795,00 

€ 2.895,00 

€ 2.995,00 

€ 3.195,00 

€ 3.295,00 

€ 3.495,00  

Aprox. size in cm.

180 x  90 x 75cm

200 x 100 x 75cm

220 x 100 x 75cm

240 x 100 x 75cm

260 x 100 x 75cm

280 x 100 x 75cm 

300 x 100 x 75cm 

320 x 100 x 75cm  

Finish B

€ 2.595,00 

€ 2.795,00 

€ 2.895,00 

€ 2.995,00 

€ 3.095,00 

€ 3.295,00 

€ 3.495,00 

€ 3.695,00  

Finish C

€ 3.395,00 

€ 3.495,00 

€ 3.595,00 

€ 3.795,00 

€ 3.895,00 

€ 3.995,00 

€ 4.295,00 

€ 4.495,00  



Cambria Cambria chair
Inspired by the beautiful orchid species 
from which it takes its name, the, Cambria 
chair exhibits a crisp, lean exterior
line and a soft, inviting interior. An elegant, 
curved shell, realized using advanced foam 
injection techniques,
sits on a bold, powder-coated steel 
linear base, the resulting contrast in
form and feel producing a memorable 
design.The sustainable technology used
in the Cambria’s production ensures
its superior quality , light weight, and 
remarkable ergonomic comfort.The 
luxurious cushioned lining is detachable 
and, when time demands it, can be 
recovered or replaced. Moreover, the 
Cambira is available in many different 
colors and materials, allowing for a highly 
personalized appearance.This is, in short, a 
chair that is visually striking at the dining 
table, yet so comfortable that you can use 
it for a long day’s work.
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Cushion stitched    Cushion smooth
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Cambria chair design by Sven Schimmer 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

Fabric 
C.O.M.

€ 674,00 

€ 261,00 

€ 199,00 

€ 604,00 

€ 231,00 

€ 199,00  

Cambria body 
with arms
(4-leg or sled)

Cushion stitched

Cushion smooth

Cambria body 
without arms
(4-leg of sled)

Cushion stitched

Cushion smooth

Fabric
Group 1

€ 692,00  

€ 286,00 

€ 235,00 

€ 622,00 

€ 256,00 

€ 235,00  

Leather
Devon

€ 968,00  

€ 620,00 

€ 448,00 

€ 898,00  

€ 590,00 

€ 448,00  

Leather
Angler

€ 902,00 

€ 595,00 

€ 411,00 

€ 832,00 

€ 565,00 

€ 411,00 

Metrage
leather (m²)

2,3 

2,0 

1,5 

1,7 

1,5 

1,5
 

Fabric
Group 2

€ 732,00  

€ 320,00 

€ 249,00 

€ 662,00   

€ 290,00 

€ 249,00 

Metrage 
fabric (m¹)

1,15 

1,1

1,0

0,9 

0,7 

0,7  

Leather
C.O.L.

€ 805,00 

€ 408,00 

€ 330,00 

€ 735,00 

€ 378,00 

€ 330,00
  

The price of a complete chair consists of the price of the chair + cushion.

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
    
Fabric group 1: Burra, Isler en Keara 
Fabric group 2: Bealla, Brassi en Odon      
      

Body:             
The body is made with injected foam and strenghtend with a invisible metal frame inside.     
Sled base:        
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color dark grey. Other RAL colors are possible upon request with an additional cost. 
All chairs come standard with caps and felt glides and are suitable for hard and soft floors.  
4-leg base:       
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color black (RAL 9005) or bronze powder coat. Other RAL colors are possible upon 
request with an additional cost. All chairs come standard with caps and felt glides and are suitable for hard and soft floors. 



Cambria XL chairCambria XL chair and armchair
Inspired by the beautiful orchid species 
from which it takes its name, the, Cambria 
chair exhibits a crisp, lean exterior
line and a soft, inviting interior. An elegant, 
curved shell, realized using advanced foam 
injection techniques,
sits on a bold, powder-coated steel 
linear base, the resulting contrast in
form and feel producing a memorable 
design.The sustainable technology used
in the Cambria’s production ensures
its superior quality , light weight, and 
remarkable ergonomic comfort.The 
luxurious cushioned lining is detachable 
and, when time demands it, can be 
recovered or replaced. Moreover, the 
Cambira is available in many different 
colors and materials, allowing for a highly 
personalized appearance.This is, in short, a 
chair that is visually striking at the dining 
table, yet so comfortable that you can use 
it for a long day’s work.

Cambria armchair

Cushion stitched    Cushion smooth

Cushion stitched    Cushion smooth
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Cambria XL chair and armchair design by Sven Schimmer
Manufactured in the Netherlands

The price of a complete chair consists of the price of the chair + cushion.

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
    
Fabric group 1: Burra, Isler en Keara 
Fabric group 2: Bealla, Brassi en Odon       

   
Body:             
The body is made with injected foam and strenghtend with a invisible metal frame inside.     
Sled base:        
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color dark grey. Other RAL colors are possible upon request with an additional cost. 
All chairs come standard with caps and felt glides and are suitable for hard and soft floors.  
   

Metrage
fabric (m¹)

1,25 

1,2 

1,1 

1,25 

1,2 

1,1  

Cambria XL body 
(sled base)

Cushion stitched

Cushion smooth

Cambria armchair
(slede onderstel)

Cushion stitched

Cushion smooth

Fabric
Group 1

€ 761,00 

€ 344,00 

€ 244,00 

€ 838,00 

€ 344,00 

€ 244,00 

Leather
Devon

€ 1.189,00 

€ 684,00 

€ 493,00 

€ 1.308,00 

€ 684,00 

€ 493,00  

Leather
Angler

€ 1.032,00 

€ 673,00 

€ 432,00 

€ 1.136,00 

€ 673,00 

€ 432,00 

Metrage
leather (m²)

2,5 

2,3 

1,6 

2,5 

2,3 

1,6 

Fabric
Group 2

€ 819,00 

€ 355,00 

€ 258,00 

€ 900,00 

€ 355,00 

€ 258,00 

Fabric
C.O.M.

€ 747,00 

€ 305,00 

€ 207,00 

€ 822,00 

€ 305,00 

€ 207,00  

Leather
C.O.L

€ 935,00 

€ 423,00 

€ 344,00 

€ 1.029,00 

€ 423,00 

€ 344,00 



Cushion stitched    Cushion smooth

Cambria bar chairCambria bar- and counter chair
Inspired by the beautiful orchid species 
from which it takes its name, the, Cambria 
chair exhibits a crisp, lean exterior
line and a soft, inviting interior. An elegant, 
curved shell, realized using advanced foam 
injection techniques,
sits on a bold, powder-coated steel
linear base, the resulting contrast in
form and feel producing a memorable 
design.The sustainable technology used
in the Cambria’s production ensures
its superior quality , light weight, and 
remarkable ergonomic comfort.The 
luxurious cushioned lining is detachable 
and, when time demands it, can be 
recovered or replaced. Moreover, the 
Cambira is available in many different 
colors and materials, allowing for a highly 
personalized appearance.This is, in short, a 
chair that is visually striking at the dining 
table, yet so comfortable that you can use 
it for a long day’s work.. 
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Cambria counter chair

Cushion stitched    Cushion smooth
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Cambria bar- and counter chair design by Sven Schimmer 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

The price of a complete chair consists of the price of the chair + cushion.

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
   
Fabric group 1: Burra, Isler en Keara 
Fabric group 2: Bealla, Brassi en Odon        
      
      
Body:             
The body is made with injected foam and strenghtend with a invisible metal frame inside.     
Sled base:        
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color dark grey. Other RAL colors are possible upon request with an additional cost. 
All chairs come standard with caps and felt glides and are suitable for hard and soft floors.  

Metrage
fabric (m¹)

1,15 

1,1

1,0

0,9 

0,7 

0,7 

1,15 

1,1

1,0

0,9 

0,7 

0,7  

Cambria bar 
chair with arms 

Cushion stitched

Cushion smooth

Cambria bar chair 
without arms

Cushion stitched

Cushion smooth

Cambria counter 
chiar with arms

Cushion stitched

Cushion smooth

Cambria counter 
chair without arms

Cushion stitched

Cushion smooth

Fabric
Group 1

€ 822,00 

€ 286,00 

€ 235,00 

€ 752,00 

€ 256,00 

€ 235,00  

€ 822,00 

€ 286,00 

€ 235,00
 

€ 752,00 

€ 256,00 

€ 235,00  

Leather
Devon

€ 1.098,00 

€ 620,00 

€ 448,00 

€ 1.028,00 

€ 590,00 

€ 448,00  

€ 1.098,00 

€ 620,00 

€ 448,00 

€ 1.028,00 

€ 590,00 

€ 448,00

Leather
Angler

€ 1.032,00 

€ 595,00 

€ 411,00 

€ 962,00 

€ 565,00 

€ 411,00 

€ 1.032,00 

€ 595,00 

€ 411,00 

€ 962,00 

€ 565,00 

€ 411,00

Metrage
leather (m²)

2,3 

2,0 

1,5 

1,7 

1,5 

1,5  

2,3 

2,0 

1,5 

1,7 

1,5 

1,5  

Fabric
Group 2

€ 862,00 

€ 320,00 

€ 249,00 

€ 792,00 

€ 290,00 

€ 249,00 

€ 862,00 

€ 320,00 

€ 249,00 

€ 792,00 

€ 290,00 

€ 249,00

Fabric
C.O.M.

€ 804,00 

€ 261,00 

€ 199,00 

€ 734,00 

€ 231,00 

€ 199,00 

€ 804,00 

€ 261,00 

€ 199,00 

€ 734,00 

€ 231,00 

€ 199,00 

Leather
C.O.L.

€ 935,00 

€ 408,00 

€ 330,00 

€ 865,00 

€ 378,00 

€ 330,00 
  

€ 935,00 

€ 408,00 

€ 330,00 

€ 865,00 

€ 378,00 

€ 330,00



CrossCross table
Architectural and elegant, that’s the new 
Cross table. For her very first design for 
Qliv Dutch designer Carolina Wilcke was 
inspired by Art Deco architecture, such 
as the Empire State Building in New York. 
As elegant and robust as that building is 
the characteristic cross base of the table, 
from which the design owes its name. 
Because of the central position of the foot, 
made of black steel, it is very easy to put 
chairs around it: the base is never in the 
way. Cross is available with a rectangular 
or oval table top, made of European oak. 
Caroline Wilcke: ‘The Art Deco movement 
combined Modernist forms with rich 
materials, just like the Cross table.’
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Cross table design by Carolina Wilcke 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 

Finish A: natural oak oil, soaped oak, smoked oak oil.    
Finish B: aged, ash grey, coal black and white wash oak stained lacquered. 
      Skylt soap look and smoked Skylt soap look oak laquered.
Finish C: natural American walnut oil.

Table top:
Solid French Oak (responsible harvest wood) 
Natural versions are being treated with linseed oil or soap. The smoking is a natural process which is done with ammoniac. The 
smoking process brings out the natural dark brown color. Color differences may occur because of the variety of acid in the wood. 
The “aged”, “ash grey”, “coal black” and “white wash” oak versions are first stained and finished with a mat transparent lacquer. 
Skylt is a lacquer which is applied in multiple matt layers and gives the product a more natural and untreated look and feel. 
Natural and Smoked oak (Finish A) are also available in a matt lacquered version upon request. 
The price for this is equal to Finish B. 
Brushed: 
Brushing of the tabletop is possible upon request with a surcharge of 10%. Knots are filled with 2 compartments of resin. The 
brushing process ensures a stronger drawing of the grain of the wood. Delivery time will be 8-10 weeks.
Frame:
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color black RAL 9005 (leather detail black) or white RAL 9010 (leather detail light 
grey) (other colors are possible upon request with a surcharge of 395,- Euro)
Custom size:   
Custom size is possible on request. Price will be the size above + 10%
For example: price for a custom size 260 x 90 x 75cm (rectangular) will be the price of the standard size 260 x 100cm + 10% 
surcharge. Different colors or wood are possible upon request. Please contact our office for more information.

Oval

Oval

Oval

Oval

Oval

Rectangular

Rectangular

Rectangular

Rectangular

Rectangular

Finish A

€ 3.295,00 

€ 3.450,00 

€ 3.595,00 

€ 3.795,00 

€ 3.995,00 

€ 2.995,00 

€ 3.150,00 

€ 3.295,00 

€ 3.395,00 

€ 3.495,00 

Aprox. size in cm.

220 x 100 x 75cm

240 x 110 x 75cm

260 x 110 x 75cm

280 x 120 x 75cm 

300 x 120 x 75cm 

220 x 100 x 75cm

240 x 100 x 75cm

260 x 100 x 75cm

280 x 100 x 75cm 

300 x 100 x 75cm

Finish B

€ 3.395,00 

€ 3.550,00 

€ 3.695,00 

€ 3.895,00 

€ 4.195,00 

€ 3.095,00 

€ 3.250,00 

€ 3.395,00 

€ 3.495,00 

€ 3.595,00  

Finish C

€ 4.595,00 

€ 4.895,00 

€ 5.095,00 

€ 5.395,00 

€ 5.795,00 

€ 4.195,00 

€ 4.395,00 

€ 4.495,00 

€ 4.695,00 

€ 4.895,00  



Crossings coffee table
This coffee table embodies an exciting 
balance between solid and void. It’s
design features a rectangular table top
of solid French oak running in two halves 
lengthwise, the corners and sides slightly 
rounded.The dynamic steel base on which 
the table top sits, created using laser cut- 
technology and finished with a powder 
coating, consists of multiple intersections 
that provide a rhythmic, asymmetrical 
contrast with the insistent rectangular 
form of the tabletop. Solid, it seems to float 
above the floor, the flat bands of the base 
taking on the appearance of shadows cast 
on the floor.
Highly functional is the elegant, discrete 
magazine rack which can be attached 
underneath the table top. Other options 
include the color of the wood and the 
placement of the supporting elements of 
the base. Bold yet playful, the Crossings 
coffee table epitomizes the best in 
contemporary design.

Crossings 

option
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option
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option
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option
(large)
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Crossings coffee/side table by QLIV 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
      
Finish A: natural oak oil, soaped oak, smoked oak oil.    
Finish B: aged, ash grey, coal black and white wash oak stained lacquered. 
      Skylt soap look and smoked Skylt soap look oak laquered.
Finish C: natural American walnut oil.

Table top:
Solid French Oak (responsible harvest wood) 
Natural versions are being treated with linseed oil or soap. The smoking is a natural process which is done with ammoniac. The 
smoking process brings out the natural dark brown color. Color differences may occur because of the variety of acid in the wood. 
The “aged”, “ash grey”, “coal black” and “white wash” oak versions are first stained and finished with a mat transparent lacquer. 
Skylt is a lacquer which is applied in multiple matt layers and gives the product a more natural and untreated look and feel. 
Natural and Smoked oak (Finish A) are also available in a matt lacquered version upon request. 
The price for this is equal to Finish B. 
Brushed: 
Brushing of the tabletop is possible upon request with a surcharge of 10%. Knots are filled with 2 compartments of resin. The 
brushing process ensures a stronger drawing of the grain of the wood. Delivery time will be 8-10 weeks.
Frame:
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color dark grey (other colors are possible upon request)   
Custom size:   
Custom size is possible on request. Please contact our office for more information.      
The tabletop can be made with a single rather than the standard double plank configuration upon request without surcharge.

Finish B

€ 1.495,00
 
€ 1.595,00
 
€ 1.775,00
 
€ 1.995,00 

€ 2.195,00 

€ 1.565,00  

Finish C

€ 1.750,00
 
€ 1.895,00
 
€ 2.050,00
 
€ 2.395,00 

€ 2.695,00 

€ 1.795,00  

Finish A
 

€ 1.425,00
 
€ 1.495,00 

€ 1.695,00 

€ 1.895,00
 
€ 2.095,00  

€ 185,00 
€ 205,00 
€ 225,00 

€ 1.495,00 
€ 185,00

Aprox. size in cm.

80 x 80 x 35cm

120 x 60 x 35cm

120 x 80 x 35cm

120 x 120 x 35cm

180 x 80 x 35cm

Magazine rack small
Magazine rack medium
Magazine rack large

Crossings side table
80 x 80 x 45cm
Magazine rack small



MingleMingle bench  
Mingle bench is shaped to acknowledge 
the benefits of being around others made 
to work purposefully well with other 
QLiv existing tables like Bridge and Side- 
to-Side. Engineered to last for decades 
and constructed of responsibly selected 
materials.

280

240

45 

45 

45 

45 

200

45

15 10
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Mingle bench by QLIV 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
       
Finish A: natural oak oil, soaped oak, smoked oak oil.    
Finish B: aged, ash grey, coal black and white wash oak stained lacquered. 
      Skylt soap look and smoked Skylt soap look oak laquered.
Finish C: natural American walnut oil.

       
Table top:
Solid French Oak (responsible harvest wood) 
Natural versions are being treated with linseed oil or soap. The smoking is a natural process which is done with ammoniac. The 
smoking process brings out the natural dark brown color. Color differences may occur because of the variety of acid in the wood. 
The “aged”, “ash grey”, “coal black” and “white wash” oak versions are first stained and finished with a mat transparent lacquer. 
Skylt is a lacquer which is applied in multiple matt layers and gives the product a more natural and untreated look and feel. 
Natural and Smoked oak (Finish A) are also available in a matt lacquered version upon request. 
The price for this is equal to Finish B. 
Brushed: 
Brushing of the tabletop is possible upon request with a surcharge of 10%. Knots are filled with 2 compartments of resin. The 
brushing process ensures a stronger drawing of the grain of the wood. Delivery time will be 8-10 weeks.
Frame:
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color dark grey (other colors are possible upon request with a surcharge) 
Custom size:   
Custom size is possible on request. Price will be the size above + 10%
For example: price for a custom size 260 x 45 x 45cm will be the price of the standard size 280 x 45 x 45cm + 10% surcharge. 
Different colors or wood are possible upon request. Please contact our office for more information.

Finish B

€ 1.595,00 

€ 1.695,00 

€ 1.795,00 

Finish C

€ 1.895,00 

€ 1.995,00 

€ 2.150,00 

Finish A

€ 1.550,00 

€ 1.650,00 

€ 1.750,00 

Aprox. size in cm.

200 x 45 x 45cm

240 x 45 x 45cm

280 x 45 x 45cm 



Noble 

Noble counter chair   Noble bar chair

Noble chair
Luxury and comfort come together in the 
Noble chair, designed by Sven Schimmer. 
The beautiful upholstery combined with 
the robustness of the design provide a 
rich look and feel. In addition, the chair 
offers optimum comfort thanks to the 
use of multiple layers of foam. The playful 
stitching and the black steel base reinforce 
the sturdy character of the design. Sven 
Schimmer: ‘I wanted to design a chair 
that has everything: elegant, but also 
comfortable. On the Noble chair you can 
spend the entire evening at the table with 
family and friends at the table. The twist 
in the design is that the chair consists of 
two parts. They are literally two chairs that 
make the design complete.’
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round sled base

flat sled base

flat sled base

round sled base

with arm

with arm

with arm

with arm
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Noble chair, bar- and counter chair design by Sven Schimmer 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
    
Fabric group 1: Burra, Isler en Keara 
Fabric group 2: Bealla, Brassi en Odon 

   
Body:             
The seat and back are made of several layers of high density foam. The construction is a durable combination of wood and 
metal. 
Flat sled base:        
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color dark grey. Other RAL colors are possible upon request with an additional cost. 
All chairs come standard with caps and felt glides and are suitable for hard and soft floors.  
Round sled base:       
The round metal frame is powder coated in the color black (RAL 9005). Other RAL colors are possible upon request with an 
additional cost. All chairs come standard with caps and felt glides and are suitable for hard and soft floors.

Stof 
Ingezonden 

€ 565,00 

€ 885,00 

€ 620,00 

€ 940,00 

€ 765,00 

€ 1.100,00 

€ 830,00 

€ 1.165,00 

€ 750,00 

€ 750,00

Noble round sled 
base

Noble with arms 
round sled base

Noble flat sled 
base

Noble with arms 
flat sled base

Noble high back 
round sled base

Noble high back
with arms round 
sled base

Noble high back 
flat sled base

Noble high back 
with arms flat 
sled base

Noble bar chair 
flat sled base

Noble counter 
chair flat sled 
base

Stof
Groep 1

€ 595,00 

€ 915,00 

€ 650,00 

€ 970,00 

€ 795,00 

€ 1.130,00 

€ 860,00 

€ 1.195,00 

€ 775,00 

€ 775,00 

Leer
Devon

€ 825,00 

€ 1.285,00 

€ 875,00 

€ 1.335,00 

€ 1.095,00 

€ 1.555,00 

€ 1.150,00 

€ 1.960,00 

€ 95,00 

€ 975,00 

Leer
Angler

€ 745,00 

€ 1.175,00 

€ 795,00 

€ 1.225,00 

€ 995,00 

€ 1.425,00 

€ 1.050,00 

€ 1.480,00 

€ 895,00 

€ 895,00  

Leer
Ingezonden

€ 665,00 

€ 1.015,00 

€ 715,00 

€ 1.065,00 

€ 855,00 

€ 1.255,00 

€ 910,00 

€ 1.310,00 

€ 815,00 

€ 815,00
  

Stof
Groep 2

€ 635,00 

€ 985,00 

€ 690,00 

€ 1.040,00 

€ 860,00 

€ 1.210,00 

€ 925,00 

€ 1.275,00 

€ 815,00 

€ 815,00 

Leer
Aubrac

€ 695,00 

€ 1.075,00 

€ 745,00 

€ 1.125,00 

€ 895,00 

€ 1.325,00 

€ 950,00 

€ 1.380,00 

€ 845,00 

€ 845,00 

Metrage
leer (m²)

2,0 

2,9

2,0 

2,9 

2,5 

3,4 

2,5 

3,4 

1,75 

1,75
  

Metrage
stof (m¹)

1,2 

1,85 

1,2 

1,85 

1,3 

1,95 

1,3
 

1,95 

1,1 

1,1
  



Side-to-SideSide-to-Side table
This eye-catching table lends comfort 
and elegance to any space. Robust yet 
sophisticated, its design features a tabletop 
of solid French oak
consisting of two halves lengthwise.Their 
exterior sides are milled to be seamlessly 
engaged by a bold steel frame created 
using special laser cut-technology.The 
combination of materials along with the 
refined finishes, results in a uniquely 
contemporary table.
Side-to-Side can be customized to fit your 
personal taste and space needs. It can
be ordered with a tabletop of different 
dimensions, in different woods, and
with a single rather than double plank 
configuration. Moreover, you can order the 
metal frame in the color of your choice 
and even modify its position. Stock item: 
standard sizes 220, 240 and 260 in oak. 
Quick shipment possible.

280 

100 

260 

100 

240 

100 

300

100 

100 

320

220 

100 

200 

100 

17,5 10

9 10

9 10

9 10

9 10

9 10

9 10

180 

9 10

Upon request you can modify 
position of the frame 

75

9 10

75

5 

90 

Quick 
shipment

Quick 
shipment

Quick 
shipment
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Side-to-Side table by QLIV 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

QUICK SHIPMENT: The standard sizes 220, 240 en 260cm are stock items and can be 
ready within 2 or 3 weeks if stated on the order. With the exception of Finish C.
       
All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
     
Finish A: natural oak oil, soaped oak, smoked oak oil.    
Finish B: aged, ash grey, coal black and white wash oak stained lacquered. 
      Skylt soap look and smoked Skylt soap look oak laquered.
Finish C: natural American walnut oil. 

Table top:
Solid French Oak (responsible harvest wood) 
Natural versions are being treated with linseed oil or soap. The smoking is a natural process which is done with ammoniac. The 
smoking process brings out the natural dark brown color. Color differences may occur because of the variety of acid in the wood. 
The “aged”, “ash grey”, “coal black” and “white wash” oak versions are first stained and finished with a mat transparent lacquer. 
Skylt is a lacquer which is applied in multiple matt layers and gives the product a more natural and untreated look and feel. 
Natural and Smoked oak (Finish A) are also available in a matt lacquered version upon request. 
The price for this is equal to Finish B. 
Brushed: 
Brushing of the tabletop is possible upon request with a surcharge of 10%. Knots are filled with 2 compartments of resin. The 
brushing process ensures a stronger drawing of the grain of the wood. Delivery time will be 8-10 weeks.
Frame:
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color dark grey (other colors are possible upon request with a surcharge of 395,- 
Euro) The position of the frame can be changed upon request. Standard we will position the frame at the end.   
Custom size:   
Custom size is possible on request. Price will be the size above + 10%
For example: price for a custom size 260 x 90 x 75cm will be the price of the standard size 260 x 100cm + 10% surcharge. 
Different colors or wood are possible upon request. Please contact our office for more information. The tabletop can be made 
with a single rather than the standard double plank configuration upon request without surcharge.

Finish C

€ 3.495,00 

€ 3.795,00 

€ 3.995,00 

€ 4.295,00 

€ 4.495,00 

€ 4.695,00 

€ 5.095,00 

€ 5.295,00  

Finish A

€ 2.495,00 

€ 2.695,00 

€ 2.795,00 

€ 2.895,00 

€ 2.995,00 

€ 3.095,00 

€ 3.395,00 

€ 3.595,00  

Aprox. size in cm.

180 x  90 x 75cm

200 x 100 x 75cm

220 x 100 x 75cm QS       

240 x 100 x 75cm QS

260 x 100 x 75cm QS

280 x 100 x 75cm 

300 x 100 x 75cm 

320 x 100 x 75cm 

Finish B

€ 2.595,00 

€ 2.795,00 

€ 2.895,00 

€ 2.995,00 

€ 3.095,00 

€ 3.195,00 

€ 3.595,00 

€ 3.795,00  



Side-to-Side bar table

280 

85 

110

5 

110

9 10

240 

85 

200

85 

180 

85 

95

5 

Side-to-Side bar table
This eye-catching bar table lends comfort 
and elegance to any space. Robust yet 
sophisticated, its design features a tabletop 
of solid French oak
consisting of two halves lengthwise.Their 
exterior sides are milled to be seamlessly 
engaged by a bold steel frame created 
using special laser cut-technology.The 
combination of materials along with the 
refined finishes, results in a uniquely 
contemporary table.
Side-to-Side can be customized to fit your 
personal taste and space needs. It can
be ordered with a tabletop of different 
dimensions, in different woods, and
with a single rather than double plank 
configuration. Moreover, you can order the 
metal frame in the color of your choice 
and even modify its position. 
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Side-to-Side bar table by QLIV 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
       
Finish A: natural oak oil, soaped oak, smoked oak oil.    
Finish B: aged, ash grey, coal black and white wash oak stained lacquered. 
      Skylt soap look and smoked Skylt soap look oak laquered.
Finish C: natural American walnut oil.

Table top:
Solid French Oak (responsible harvest wood) 
Natural versions are being treated with linseed oil or soap. The smoking is a natural process which is done with ammoniac. The 
smoking process brings out the natural dark brown color. Color differences may occur because of the variety of acid in the wood. 
The “aged”, “ash grey”, “coal black” and “white wash” oak versions are first stained and finished with a mat transparent lacquer. 
Skylt is a lacquer which is applied in multiple matt layers and gives the product a more natural and untreated look and feel. 
Natural and Smoked oak (Finish A) are also available in a matt lacquered version upon request. 
The price for this is equal to Finish B. 
Brushed: 
Brushing of the tabletop is possible upon request with a surcharge of 10%. Knots are filled with 2 compartments of resin. The 
brushing process ensures a stronger drawing of the grain of the wood. Delivery time will be 8-10 weeks.
Frame:
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color dark grey (other colors are possible upon request with a surcharge of 395,- 
Euro) The position of the frame can be changed upon request. Standard we will position the frame at the end.   
Custom size:   
Custom size is possible on request. Price will be the size above + 10%
For example: price for a custom size 220 x 85 x 95 or 110 cm will be the price of the standard size 240 x 85 x 95 or 110 cm + 
10% surcharge. Different colors or wood are possible upon request. Please contact our office for more information. The tabletop 
can be made with a single rather than the standard double plank configuration upon request without surcharge.

Finish A

€ 2.595,00

€ 2.695,00 

€ 2.795,00 

€ 2.995,00 

€ 3.295,00  

Aprox. size in cm.

160 x 85 x 95 or 110cm

180 x 85 x 95 or 110cm

200 x 85 x 95 or 110cm

240 x 85 x 95 or 110cm

280 x 85 x 95 or 110cm 

Finish B

€ 2.695,00

€ 2.795,00 

€ 2.895,00 

€ 3.095,00 

€ 3.395,00  

Finish C

€ 3.695,00

€ 3.795,00 

€ 3.995,00 

€ 4.295,00 

€ 4.795,00  



Side-to-Side console/desk

160 35 

160 

72 

35 
5 

72 

5 

9 10

9 10

160 35 

160 

72 

35 
5 

72 

5 

9 10

9 10

Side-to-Side console/desk
The top of this robust yet
sophisticated console table is made of solid 
French oak. For the
detailed steel frame, finished with a powder 
coating, we use a special
laser cut-technology.The sides of the 
console top are milled so that it is 
seamlessly engaged by the metal frame. 
This console with its depth of 35 cm
(14 inch) can also be used as a desk.The 
optional lowerlevel shelf of frosted mirror 
affords additional surface space and
adds an unexpectedly different material 
element to the design.
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Side-to-Side console/desk by QLIV 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
 
Finish A: natural oak oil, soaped oak, smoked oak oil.    
Finish B: aged, ash grey, coal black and white wash oak stained lacquered. 
      Skylt soap look and smoked Skylt soap look oak laquered.
Finish C: natural American walnut oil.

       
Table top:
Solid French Oak (responsible harvest wood) 
Natural versions are being treated with linseed oil or soap. The smoking is a natural process which is done with ammoniac. The 
smoking process brings out the natural dark brown color. Color differences may occur because of the variety of acid in the wood. 
The “aged”, “ash grey”, “coal black” and “white wash” oak versions are first stained and finished with a mat transparent lacquer. 
Skylt is a lacquer which is applied in multiple matt layers and gives the product a more natural and untreated look and feel. 
Natural and Smoked oak (Finish A) are also available in a matt lacquered version upon request. 
The price for this is equal to Finish B. 
Brushed: 
Brushing of the tabletop is possible upon request with a surcharge of 10%. Knots are filled with 2 compartments of resin. The 
brushing process ensures a stronger drawing of the grain of the wood. Delivery time will be 8-10 weeks.   
Frame:
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color dark grey (other colors are possible upon request with a surcharge).
Lowerlevel shelf:
The lowerlevel shelf is optional and standard available in powder coated steel same as the frame. Extra option is to add an
additional surface to the steel lowerlevel shelf. Options for the extra surface are frosted mirror or wood.
Custom size:
Custom size is possible. Price will be the size above + 10%. For example: price for a custom size 140 x 35 x 72cm will be the price 
of the standard size 160cm + 10% surcharge. Different colors or wood types are also possible upon request. Please supply us with 
a sample and we will send a sample back for your aproval.

Finish B

€ 1.795,00 

€ 1.950,00 

€ 2.095,00 

€ 2.195,00 

Finish C

€ 2.095,00 

€ 2.195,00 

€ 2.395,00 

€ 2.550,00 

Finish A

€ 1.695,00 

€ 1.850,00 

€ 1.995,00 

€ 2.095,00 

Aprox. size in cm.

160 x 35 x 72cm 

160 x 35 x 72cm 

160 x 35 x 72cm 

160 x 35 x 72cm 

without lowerlevel 
shelf

powder coated 
lowerlevel shelf

frosted mirror 
lowerlevel shelf

wooden lowerlevel 
shelf



Side-to-Side specials
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Side-to-Side specials by QLIV 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
       
Finish A: natural oak oil, soaped oak, smoked oak oil.    
Finish B: aged, ash grey, coal black and white wash oak stained lacquered. 
      Skylt soap look and smoked Skylt soap look oak laquered.
Finish C: natural American walnut oil.

Table top:
Solid French Oak (responsible harvest wood) 
Natural versions are being treated with linseed oil or soap. The smoking is a natural process which is done with ammoniac. The 
smoking process brings out the natural dark brown color. Color differences may occur because of the variety of acid in the wood. 
The “aged”, “ash grey”, “coal black” and “white wash” oak versions are first stained and finished with a mat transparent lacquer. 
Skylt is a lacquer which is applied in multiple matt layers and gives the product a more natural and untreated look and feel. 
Natural and Smoked oak (Finish A) are also available in a matt lacquered version upon request. 
The price for this is equal to Finish B. 
Brushed: 
Brushing of the tabletop is possible upon request with a surcharge of 10%. Knots are filled with 2 compartments of resin. The 
brushing process ensures a stronger drawing of the grain of the wood. Delivery time will be 8-10 weeks.
Frame:
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color dark grey (other colors are possible upon request with a surcharge of 395,- 
Euro)     
Custom size:
Custom size, different colors or wood types are also possible upon request. 

Finish A

€ 3.495,00 

€ 3.195,00 

€ 3.495,00 

Aprox. size in cm.

260 x 105/120 x 75cm

130 Ø x 75cm

160 Ø x 75 cm

Finish B

 € 3.595,00 

€ 3.395,00 

€ 3.695,00 

Finish C

€ 4.895,00 

€ 4.295,00 

€ 4.695,00 

Oval table

Round table

Round table



Side-to-Side outdoorSide-to-Side outdoor table
This eye-catching outdoor table lends 
comfort and elegance to any outdoor 
space. Robust yet sophisticated, its design 
features a tabletop of solid iroko.This 
tropical hardwood is an African species
of very high quality.The colour and 
characteristics of the wood are similar to 
teak.Their exterior sides are milled to be 
seamlessly engaged by a bold steel frame 
created using special laser cut-technology. 
The combination of materials along with 
the refined finishes results in a uniquely 
contemporary outdoor table.
Stock item so quick shipment possible

75

5 

75

290 

100 

230 

100 

18 10

Quick 
shipment

Quick 
shipment
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Side-to-Side OUTDOOR by QLIV 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

QUICK SHIPMENT: The standard size of 230 and 290cm are stock items and are ready within 
2 or 3 weeks.      
    
All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
    
Available colors: Ash grey and Charcoal black (Original maintenance kit will be included).

Table top:
Tabletop of solid Iroko.This tropical hardwood is an African species of very high quality.The color and characteristics of the wood 
are similar to Teak.
Our suppliers have their own concession and guarantee to deliver only the best quality Iroko hardwood, with a clear paper trail to 
guarantee sustainable entrepreneurship.
Frame: 
Laser cut rolled powder coated steel standard finished with a special outdoor paint treatment available in the colors dark grey or 
white (RAL 9010) (other colors are possible upon request with a surcharge of 395,- Euro) The position of the frame cannot be 
adjusted. 

Colored

€ 3.695,00 

€ 3.895,00  

Untreated

€ 3.295,00 

€ 3.495,00 

Aprox. size in cm.

230 x 100 x 75cm QS

290 x 100 x 75cm QS



T2 T2 table
We Dutch love beauty, but also 
functionality. The T2 table offers best of 
both worlds and is attractive and practical 
at the same time. The name not only 
refers to the shape of the space-saving 
frame, T2 – a beautifully symmetrical 
design from QLIV’s own design studio – 
also symbolizes the flexibility of the table, 
which is suitable for any interior.

280 

100 

260

100 

240

100 

75

5 

220 

100 

160 

160 

88 

82 

70

140 

140 

60 40 

75

5 

60 50 

75

5 

60 20

280 

100 

300

100 

100 

320

134

134 

100 

320

144

70

134

46 29 

56 29 

60 29 

67 29 

44 29 

54 29 

64 29 

59 29 
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T2 table design by QLIV 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
    
Finish A: natural oak oil, soaped oak, smoked oak oil.    
Finish B: aged, ash grey, coal black and white wash oak stained lacquered. 
      Skylt soap look and smoked Skylt soap look oak laquered.
Finish C: natural American walnut oil.

Table top (rectangular):
Solid French Oak (responsible harvest wood) 
Natural versions are being treated with linseed oil or soap. The smoking is a natural process which is done with ammoniac. The 
smoking process brings out the natural dark brown color. Color differences may occur because of the variety of acid in the wood. 
The “aged”, “ash grey”, “coal black” and “white wash” oak versions are first stained and finished with a mat transparent lacquer. 
Skylt is a lacquer which is applied in multiple matt layers and gives the product a more natural and untreated look and feel. 
Natural and Smoked oak (Finish A) are also available in a matt lacquered version upon request. 
The price for this is equal to Finish B.
Table top (square):       
These tabletops are made out of french oak veneer or American walnut veneer (sustainable logging)
Brushed: 
Brushing of the tabletop is possible upon request with a surcharge of 10%. Knots are filled with 2 compartments of resin. The 
brushing process ensures a stronger drawing of the grain of the wood. Delivery time will be 8-10 weeks..   
Frame:
Laser cut rolled steel powder coated in the color black RAL 9005. other colors are possible upon request with a surcharge of 
395,- Euro.  The position of the frame can be changed upon request. The standard position is as the line drawing.
Custom size:
Custom size is possible on request. Price will be the size above + 10%
For example: price for a custom size 260 x 90 x 75cm will be the price of the standard size 260 x 100cm + 10% surcharge. 
Different colors or wood are possible upon request. Please contact our office for more information.

Rectangular

Rectangular

Rectangular

Rectangular

Rectangular

Rectangular

Square

Square

Finish A

€ 2.895,00 

€ 2.995,00 

€ 3.095,00 

€ 3.195,00 

€ 3.395,00 

€ 3.595,00 

€ 3.550,00 

€ 3.995,00 

Aprox. size in cm.

220 x 100 x 75cm

240 x 100 x 75cm

260 x 100 x 75cm

280 x 100 x 75cm 

300 x 100 x 75cm 

320 x 100 x 75cm

140 x 140 x 75cm

160 x 160 x 75cm

Finish B

€ 2.995,00 

€ 3.095,00 

€ 3.195,00 

€ 3.295,00 

€ 3.595,00 

€ 3.795,00 

€ 3.650,00 

€ 4.150,00  

Finish C

€ 3.995,00 

€ 4.195,00 

€ 4.395,00 

€ 4.695,00 

€ 4.995,00 

€ 5.395,00 

€ 3.850,00 

€ 4.295,00  



To be Served

115 

115

35 

85 

85 

40 

55 

55 45 

40 

40 50 

Tabletop functions also 
as a serving tray 

Tabletop functions also 
as a serving tray 

To be Served round tables
This distinctively designed series of round 
tables lends a stylish and playful note to
any interior.The combination of materials, 
a solid oak top with a single piece steel 
frame created with laser cut-technology, 
is eye catching.The design’s practicality is 
evident in the two smaller models in which 
the wooden top can be used as a serving 
tray by simply lifting up the tabletop off the 
base.
The smallest size affords the extra conveni- 
ence of allowing the
tabletop to be slid over the sofa,
allowing sitters easy access to food and 
drinks placed on it!
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To be served round tables by QLIV 
Manufactured in the Netherlands

Upon ordering a set of 3 or more you will receieve a 10% set discount. 

All prices are RRP origin Holland. 
      
Finish A: natural oak oil, soaped oak, smoked oak oil.    
Finish B: aged, ash grey, coal black and white wash oak stained lacquered. 
      Skylt soap look and smoked Skylt soap look oak laquered.
Finish C: natural American walnut oil.

Table top:
Solid French Oak (responsible harvest wood) 
Natural versions are being treated with linseed oil or soap. The smoking is a natural process which is done with ammoniac. The 
smoking process brings out the natural dark brown color. Color differences may occur because of the variety of acid in the wood. 
The “aged”, “ash grey”, “coal black” and “white wash” oak versions are first stained and finished with a mat transparent lacquer. 
Skylt is a lacquer which is applied in multiple matt layers and gives the product a more natural and untreated look and feel. 
Natural and Smoked oak (Finish A) are also available in a matt lacquered version upon request. 
The price for this is equal to Finish B. 
Brushed: 
Brushing of the tabletop is possible upon request with a surcharge of 10%. Knots are filled with 2 compartments of resin. The 
brushing process ensures a stronger drawing of the grain of the wood. Delivery time will be 8-10 weeks.   
Frame:
Laser-cut rolled steel, powder coated in the color black or bronze (other colors are possible upon request with a surcharge).
Extra option:
Size 40 and 55cm are supplied as standard with a separate tray that can possibly function as a tray. On request it is possible to have 
the tray fixed on the frame. The handles will then be canceled without surcharge. 

Finish B

€ 745,00 

€ 995,00 

€ 1.395,00 

€ 1.795,00 

Finish C

€ 850,00 

€ 1.095,00 

€ 1.595,00 

€ 2.095,00 

Finish A

€ 695,00 

€ 945,00 

€ 1.295,00 

€ 1.695,00 

Aprox. size in cm.

Round 40 Ø x 50cm

Round 55 Ø x 45cm

Round 85 Ø x 40cm

Round 115 Ø x 35cm

Serving tray

Serving tray


